Discrete-event modeling has long been used for logistics and scheduling problems, while multi--agent modelling closely matches human decision-making process. In this paper a metric-based comparison between the traditional discrete-event and the emerging agentbased modeling approaches is reported. The case study involved the implementation of two functionally identical models based on a realistic, non-trivial, civil aircraft gas turbine global repair operation. The size, structural complexity, and coupling metrics from the two models were used to gauge the benefits and drawbacks of each modeling paradigm. The agentbased model was significantly better than the discrete-event model in terms of execution times, scalability, understandability, modifiability, and structural flexibility. In contrast, and importantly in an engineering context, the discrete-event model guaranteed predictable and repeatable results and was comparatively easy to test because of its single-threaded operation. However, neither modeling approach on its own possesses all these characteristics nor can each handle the wide range of resolutions and scales frequently encountered in problems exemplified by the case study scenario. It is recognized that agentbased modeling can emulate high-level human decision-making and communication closely while discrete-event modeling provides a good fit for low-level sequential processes such as those found in manufacturing and logistics.
Introduction
The modeling of problems in an engineering context, for example, supply chains, manufacturing processes, and logistics, is very frequently dealt with by the use of the discrete-event modeling technique. The existence of numerous mature, highly developed, and commercially available discrete-event modeling software packages (for instance, those described in Law and Kelton [1] indicates that this modeling paradigm is widely used. While it is evidently suited to process-oriented problems, it appears not to be as well matched for problems encountered in the social sciences or where interacting human decision making predominates. Instead, the concept of agent-based modeling is usually selected for modeling these human-oriented problems, such as found in the engineering design process [2, 3] . They pose the challenge as to when and where discrete-event and agent-based modeling may be applied for efficient decision support. To address this, it is reasonable to begin by carrying out an objective comparison of the two modeling techniques Our work will be discussed in the context of aero-engine manufacturing where a fundamental shift is occurring, from selling products to providing services. For example, Rolls-Royce set the target of making half its engine fleet subject to profitable long-term service agreements by 2010 [4, 5] . Essential to success in this market shift is to ensure that new products are optimized for the aftermarket. In other words, new products must be designed to provide lower and more predictable maintenance costs. To minimize maintenance costs throughout the engine's life cycle, engineers must obtain and actively use knowledge gained from maintenance histories of similar products during the design phase of new products as discussed in our previous paper [6] , as well as a better understanding of the maintenance process through its modeling.
As a technology, agent-based modeling is beginning to emerge from the software laboratory into the harsh, commercial world. It has been assessed as having attained this stage of maturity both according to the UK Ministry of Defence guidelines [7] and by its practitioners [8] . Nevertheless, it is a new technology which, in the main, still lacks the software tools and trained human resources needed to engage the marketplace. This assertion is evident in Belecheanu et al [9] which contains several case studies of agent systems developed by highly specialized software companies for production use in manufacturing, logistics, training, and energy production and distribution. Recently, Taylor et al [10] highlighted the gulf which exists between "the promising world of agents and the uncompromising world of the enterprise" and contemporaneously, Luck et al [8] admitted that mainstream deployment of agent technologies by 2010 would seem optimistic.
Various claims about the versatility of agent-based modeling and its obvious advantages over other more established modeling paradigms like System Dynamics and discrete-event modeling have been made by its proponents, for example Bonabeau [11] and Davidsson [12] . Despite that clamour, there is nevertheless a healthy awareness of the pitfalls [13] when agent technology is applied inappropriately and so advice is usually given to guide modelers as to when agent-based modeling is most beneficial [11, 13, 14] . In a system where high-level human decision making is dominant, agent--based modeling appears to provide the easier solution where other paradigms can struggle to implement a solution.
The remainder of this paper is set out as follows; Section 2 discusses the modeling paradigms which can be used for the simulation of a gas turbine repair program. In addition, the notion of agenthood is considered in detail. Sections 4 and 5 describes the case study which is used for comparing discrete-event and agent-based modeling, together with the results of the case study including the code metrics extracted from the functionally identical agent-based and the discrete-event models. Finally Section 6 and 7 presents a discussion of the results and the overall conclusions.
Modelling paradigms for gas turbine maintenance
Figure 1shows a general classification of paradigms usually encountered in modeling and simulation literature. Of the modelling paradigms, DEM meets the demands of the application most closely in terms of execution efficiency. The model considers a large number of items and stochastic events associated with each have to be tracked individually. Their operational lives are often much larger than the time needed to inspect, repair, or replace them. Hence, there will be long intervals of inactivity between events. It is more efficient to go immediately from one event to the next rather than to progress in a number of regular time steps between events. Although there are numerous sub-classes as well as combinations of them, they are too specialized and so descriptions of the modeling paradigms will be confined to the lowest tier depicted in this figure. A model built on the Dynamic System paradigm involves the iterative evaluation of a system of equations representing physical systems such as a pendulum or an electronic circuit. The System Dynamics [20] paradigm can be used to model the behaviour of large complex systems such as the economy and ecosystems. The technique achieves this through a network of stocks and flows which are affected by feedback loops and time delays. These two time-driven or continuous modelling paradigms are not suited to the problem investigated in this case study.
The paradigm most frequently used for modeling supply chain/logistics problems encountered in jet engine life cycle costing is event-driven rather than time-driven. The ABM and DEM may be implemented in either a procedural programming language like FORTRAN or C, or an object-oriented language like Java or C++. In the case of the ABM, although procedural languages can be used, the undoubted preponderance of implementations are object-oriented.
Although it is possible to represent a problem with any of the modeling paradigms, what influences the eventual choice of method will include the data inputs available, the outputs required, and the response times acceptable. For instance, while the System Dynamics paradigm can be used to model crowd behavior, the average input values it requires thus implying homogeneity, do not enable spatial, clustered or heterogeneous crowd behavior to result. If such behavior needs to be investigated, it is more appropriately and perhaps more easily, modeled as a multiagent system. It is conceivable that within a problem to be modeled, the levels of description can range from fine-grained, micro-scale systems (e.g. cooling air flow in a turbine blade) to coarsegrained, macro-scale ones (e.g. the multi-fleet operation management role). Such a scenario can be encountered at some stage in the life of a gas turbine where a minor detail design change can sometimes cause a huge disruption to the planned maintenance activity of one or more engine fleets. As there is no universal paradigm which is able to handle all model resolutions and scales, it is important to minimize the mismatch between a system within the problem domain and the modeling concept as small as possible. Simulation modeling remains more art than science when it comes to balancing the level of model detail with the requirements of a model. Hence, to maintain fidelity and maximize resources, it does happen that different parts of a model are implemented in different modeling paradigms. It is not unusual to find time-driven subsystems integrated with event-driven subsystems in a large, complex model.
Since discrete-event modelling is well known and is dealt with the literature [1, 21, 22] , it is not necessary to detail it here except to note that the scheduling and sequencing of events in a DEM are managed by a central event-list. Discrete-event modeling is centered on processes which are implemented using primitives such as queues, time delays, batching, and unbatching. Resources, like services and skills, are expended on the entities as they flow through the processes under the direction of the event-list.
Overview of agent based modeling
The common misperception of agents lies in the persistent absence of a generally agreed definition. Much has been written and there has been much debate about what essentially constitutes an agent. This is exemplified by Franklin and Graesser [23] who set out eleven attempts by various researchers at characterizing one. More recently, Jennings [18] offered this concise description which an increasing number of researchers in the agent community have found to be useful; "An agent is an encapsulated computer system that is situated in some environment and that is capable of flexible, autonomous action in that environment in order to meet its design objectives."
This definition sets out from a software engineering perspective five essential features, all of which must be present, for an object to be considered an agent.
The characteristic which has achieved consensus is that an agent must be capable of autonomous action. This is in contrast to conventional computer programs which are absolutely obedient to each other. The apparent ceding of absolute control over a piece of software by its designer endows a multiagent system with the ability to behave with various degrees of cooperation or otherwise. The distinction is not often made between an ABM of a real world system and an agent system used in a real world application, or simulated and performing agent respectively [24] . In the former, an event which causes a change in the agent environment can also be made to schedule an action in the agents. Hence, in an ABM, there is no need to monitor continuously for events. As these agents reside in an artificial world where events are predictable, it is valid to implement them as event-driven agents. In contrast, agents in a real world system cannot predict when changes to their environment will occur and therefore they need to monitor their environment frequently if they are to respond in a timely manner. Therefore, by necessity, such an agent system is time-driven. Some notable features of an ABM are as follows; 1 Entities and agents are involved.
a Entities are passive objects as found in a traditional DEM. b Agents are active objects. Depending on the requirements of the system to be modeled, their architecture can be reactive (or reflex), deliberative (or reasoning), or a hybrid of both [25, 26] . 2 Agents do not communicate directly with each other. Messages are always passed between them by way of a common environment. In a time-driven model, agents respond to incoming messages and also assess how they should react to the dynamic conditions of their environment at each simulation clock tick in between scheduled events. 3 Agents run concurrently in their own independent threads of execution. 4 Agents can be created or destroyed during a simulation run thus endowing an ABM with the ability to change its own structure. 5 An ABM has decentralized or local control in contrast to a traditional DEM which requires centralized or global system control. This allows an ABM to be implemented generatively or bottom-up as compared with top-down modeling in a traditional DEM. 6 The high-level structure of an ABM frequently consists of agents loosely coupled in a network but sometimes a hierarchical structure may be needed. It is pertinent to use the analogy of an ABM being more akin to an informal music group in a jamming session rather than a formal orchestra under a conductor.
Agent and human roles
When modeling high level processes involved in the lifecycle of a gas turbine, the supervisory control of lower level processes frequently take on identifiable and clearly defined human roles such as those of a manager or a coordinator. An advantage agentbased modeling holds over traditional discrete-event modeling is its ability to emulate human individual and group behavior. Although discrete-event simulations have included expert systems to model human behaviour [27] , they tend to be monolithic and can be inflexible in operation, difficult to maintain, and are only as good as the rules contained in their knowledge-bases. The social sciences have adopted agent-based modeling for investigating social phenomena not only because it matches social activities well but chiefly because of its ease of use [28] .
Parunak et al [15] concur that in an agent-based simulation, agents `correspond one-to-one with the individuals being modeled, and their behaviors are analogs of the real behaviors'. This aspect of agent technology has been developed further by Kendall [29, 30] where human roles form the basis of multi-agent system analysis, design, and implementation. It is also a concept integral to the Gaia methodology [31] which starts from the premise of an organization which is made up of roles, their relationships to one another, and patterns of interactions. In particular, agent roles are considered to be similar to offices or positions with permissions, responsibilities, and rights attached. Similarly, the Australian AI Institute's methodology [32] based on the belief-desire-intention technology has the role as its basic unit of abstraction. Examples of such role-centered agent systems can be found in the papers presented at the Winter Simulation Conference [33] in recent years.
Background to code metrics
As discussed in Section 1, an objective of this work is to apply metrics to both modelling approaches, this section provides an introduction to the metrics that can were applied. The work by Brooks and Tobias [34] proposed the use of McCabe's Cyclomatic (MCI) as a measure of a simulation model's level of implementation detail and complexity more than 10 years ago, it has not been adopted as a metric for model characterization despite the easy availability of software for compiling that metric. A reason for this may be due to the sheer inadequacy of describing a complex model with just a single number thus hiding useful information like the MCI range and distribution for the software modules making up a model. A model can yield the same MCI if it has a few highly complex modules or a high number of simple modules. Moreover, the MCI may not be appropriate as an absolute measure as proposed by Brooks and Tobias but may find its usefulness as a comparative metric.
Some software metrics which can give a broad view of the model software are therefore suggested here. To ensure that the set of metrics possesses a degree of generality, a criterion for metric selection is to exclude those which are highly dependent on the programming paradigm. For example, the depth-of-inheritance metric for object-oriented programming languages has no equivalence in the procedural languages. The suggested metrics are those which are widely-used, well-validated, and are equally valid for both procedural (Extend ModL, in this case) and object-oriented (Java) programming languages;
1 Lines of non-commented code. Such has been its useful longevity that Basili and Hutchens [35] proposed it should be used as the 'null hypothesis', or benchmark, against which all other metrics are to be compared. To allow for differences in the power of expression of the programming languages, this metric was adjusted using programming language data compiled by Jones [36] which rates a language by number of statements per function point.
2 Number of classes and methods for object-oriented languages, or blocks and procedures respectively for procedural languages. This is a more readily accessible alternative size metric to lines of non-commented code and less sensitive to programming language. In an object-oriented language like Java, classes are created or instantiated at runtime and therefore, other than the code to instantiate them, their class codes do not exist at compile time. In Extend, multiple instances of a block, and hence their code, have to be present at the time of model creation. To allow for this difference in programming languages, only unique Extend blocks in a model subsystem were counted.
3 The McCabe Cyclomatic Index [36] (MCI) may be used to calculate the control flow complexity in individual modules in the lower reaches of a program structure. A directed graph may be employed to display the flow of control in a program with the decision points represented by the nodes and the code chunks between the decision points by the edges. The MCI is a measure of the number of linearly independent paths through the flowgraph. For this reason, it may be used as a metric for the basis or minimum number of test cases to test a program fully. In practice, MCI is a count of decision points in a program module where branching occurs and hence provides an indication of how difficult the program module is to understand, modify, and test.
4 Weighted Methods per Class [37] (WMC) is the sum of the complexity of each method or module, measured by its MCI, within a class or a block. The larger the number of methods and the higher their complexities, the more time and effort are likely to be required for their maintenance.
5 Coupling is the degree of interdependence between software modules. There is no recognized standard measure, and Fenton and Pfleeger [19] list six types of coupling on an ordinal scale ranging from no coupling (most desirable), through data coupling, stamp coupling, control coupling, common coupling, to content coupling (least desirable). The measure of coupling in a model is taken to be the category furthest towards the less desirable end of the scale.
It is also customary to measure model execution time to provide an indication of performance. In addition to that, the scalability of a modeling paradigm can be deduced by its response, in terms of execution time, to an increasing computational load.
Gas turbine maintenance -A case study
The scenario in this case study is representative of problems encountered in the maintenance of gas turbines. The case study considers the benefits and drawbacks of agent-based and discrete-event modeling within the context of this case study although the lessons learnt may find wider applicability.
Methodology
To ensure that the comparison was carried out on models which were not disparate, the initial activity was to build a DEM which would be functionally identical to the pre-existing ABM supplied by Rolls-Royce plc (RR). The DEM, implemented using the Extend modeling tool 1 , was validated first by a static code walkthrough against the functional specification. Confirmation of its dynamic correctness was obtained by running it back-to-back with the ABM using a representative and common set of input data and then comparing their outputs. Subsequently, the same set of input data was used for measuring model execution times for a range of engine fleet sizes. Finally, code metrics were extracted from both models to compare their sizes and complexities.
Model Scenario
The scenario may be described as a problem involving scheduling and logistics for the ongoing maintenance of a fleet of turbofan gas turbines within the lifecycle period extending from just after entry into fleet operation until just before retirement and disposal. This phase of engine life corresponds to Stages 4 and 5 of the RR Derwent Cycle as shown in Figure 2 and they are the stages most closely associated with in-service support. Further, the scenario is concerned specifically with off-wing engine repair in an overhaul base and not with routine on-wing inspection and servicing. It follows that the processes of engine stripping and reassembly, the repair of the individual item, and the movement of new and used engine parts need to be considered in some detail.
The engine consists of approximately 3300 items each of which has to be uniquely identified so that they can be assembled into an engine by grouping them first into components and then into modules. Attributes such as item life, replacement cost, and number of repairs are also attached to each item. When an engine is stripped for overhaul, it is ungrouped into individual items and tracked throughout the overhaul process. This allows the history of each item to be accumulated over a simulation run and the generated data to be processed subsequently. During this operational phase, in addition to scheduled overhauls or shop visits, an engine can also be subjected to accidental damage and so unscheduled repairs have to be carried out at major maintenance bases which are spread strategically around the world. The ongoing cost of maintenance is influenced by policies related to engine inspection, transportation, repair, scrapping, as well as the stocking of spare parts, the availability of equipment, and the employment of skilled human resources.
In a shop visit, the engine modules which are to undergo maintenance are stripped down to their individual items. They are inspected and assessed according to existing criteria whether they should be repaired, scrapped, or else refitted without further work. Where an item has been assessed as repairable, remedial work is carried out at its designated location while one which has been sentenced to be scrapped may trigger the process to restock if the stock level is considered to be too low for anticipated needs. Once they are available, the original, new, and repaired items are reassembled with the rest of the engine in the overhaul base. Should it be required, a repaired item will be refitted to its engine of origin. Also, depending on overhaul base constraints in force at a specific time, a complete engine module may be swapped.
The agent based model
This is a time-driven multi-agent system which has been coded fully in Java by one programmer using the open-source Eclipse software development package. The opensource Java Agent Development Framework, JADE [38] , provides both the environment in which the agents can reside and communicate as well as a user interface for monitoring and managing the running of the agents. The agents are executed concurrently, each to a thread in a multi-threaded computer process, and their behaviors run without interruption until completion once they have been invoked. All input data necessary for initializing the model is specified in an XML file.
In the developed model, the top-level functions fulfilling all the requirements were set out in a number of process maps that were coded as individual agents while the functions within them have been implemented as agent behaviors. The program code of the model, whose agents are summarized in Table 1 , has undergone thorough dynamic testing. A part of this programme of testing involved an end-to--end validation in which a selection of its outputs were validated against some relatively simple, manually worked out examples. This was aided by an animation of the model where the number of items in each location and the flow of items between locations can be clearly seen. Such testing is required to ensure that all functions have been implemented as set out in the process maps and the textual specifications. As is typical of multi-agent systems in the logistics problem domain, there is almost a one-toone mapping of agents to the main roles or functions in the real world. The agents are loosely coupled and interact with each other by passing messages via the JADE platform. Some of the agent behaviors in this application include the management of an engine fleet, the coordination of the overhaul process, and the shipping and management of parts for repair as well as spare parts. This model implements the operation of a subset of RR's global network of repair and maintenance bases but to mimic the complete network, multiple instances of the agents will have to be created and configured for them to interact as defined by an appropriate network topology.
Discrete-event modelling of gas turbine maintenance.
The traditional DEM ( Figure 3 ) was implemented using the Extend general purpose modeling tool, a commercial off-the-shelf modeling package which provides a powerful and intuitive visual programming environment. The model is functionally identical to the ABM and was constructed with only the Extend standard library blocks. A Microsoft Excel file supplied the input data and also served as the tool for the post-processing of simulation results. Also, the model was written such that it did not require any further interaction with external software applications after its initialization. 
Results

Execution time
After the DEM had been validated satisfactorily against the ABM, a stand-alone computer was prepared as the common test environment for the two models. A series of performance runs were carried out for each model by varying the size of engine fleet and each fleet size data point was executed five times. The results showed good repeatability as the maximum spread of any data point was less than 0.7%. The results of model execution times are shown in Figure 4 . Within this 32-bit Windows test environment, the largest ABM engine fleet size achieved was 220 before the Java runtime environment terminated abnormally with an 'out of memory' error. The maximum DEM engine fleet of 310 was selected because it contained just more than 106 individual engine items and such a quantity was representative of real operational engine fleets. Larger engine fleets could be accommodated by both models if the test environment had more memory and ran a 64-bit Windows operating system.
Number of lines of non-comment code, methods, and classes, and weighted methods per code
Five subsystems with diverse functions were identified in the models so that their code metrics could be compared against each other. When estimating program size the lines-ofcode (LOC) metric has been considered as the benchmark or null hypothesis [35] against which other competing metrics are to be judged. Despite its simplicity, or perhaps because of it, LOC gives a reasonably good estimate of software size.
In compiling the LOC metric for each Java class or Extend block, only executable statements were included. It was refined to exclude code used specifically in the Extend tool for constructing the DEM. For example, code for handling parameter setting, block creation, and block report generation were left out in a block's statement count. Further, the number of statements were factored using data from Jones [36] to allow for the difference in expressive power of Java and ModL. The latter has been described by the developer of the Extend tool as closely resembling the C programming language. Lastly, only unique Extend blocks were included in the count for each of the subsystems. The adjusted results are tabulated in Table  2 . The weighted methods per class metric for a subsystem are the quotient of the sum of the complexity (measured by the MCI) of all methods within a subsystem and the number of classes within it. The results are shown in the last column of Table 2 . In every instance, the quantities for the DEM are larger than those for the ABM by a significant margin. 
The McCabe Cyclomatic Index
McCabe [39] suggested from empirical evidence that a value greater than ten indicated likely problems with program testability and hence maintainability. Similarly, Grady [40] concluded from a large-scale study of FORTRAN code that an MCI of 15 for a module would be a suitable upper limit.
Although this metric is usually used for procedural languages, it is nevertheless a valid measure for object-oriented languages at the method level. Figure 5 shows that the control flow complexity for both models are well managed, and is markedly so in the ABM. The proportion of modules with a MCI greater than 15 was 0.72% for the ABM and 8.19% for the DEM. Note that the ABM contained tailored code newly developed from scratch while the DEM consisted wholly of mature, commercially available, general purpose library blocks. Typically, software tends to grow more complex with each revision as the bug fixes, special cases, and enhancements need be accommodated. 
Coupling
Agents in the ABM interact not by invoking each other directly but by message passing via the JADE agent environment. For the additional reason that the message passing is asynchronous, coupling between agents can be judged to fall in between no coupling and data coupling, i.e. the loosest classification short of no coupling at all.
A visual inspection of the DEM code revealed that blocks communicated through message passing and most procedures within a block displayed data coupling. However, the undesirable feature of coupling through global data (coupling Type 5 according to the scale provided by Fenton and Pfleeger [19] ) was commonly used for communicating system-wide variables. Therefore, the DEM is biased towards tight coupling and is less desirable than the ABM where modifiability is concerned. It is mitigated by the fact that the DEM was developed within the fixed Extend environment and therefore coupling through global data did not bear directly on the DEM.
Discussion of Results
Model execution times
The model execution times presented in Figure 4 show that the speed advantage of the ABM over the DEM becomes more pronounced as the engine fleet increases. A sizeable contributing factor can be attributed to the fact that the ABM is executed as a process with concurrent threads while the DEM is executed as a single-threaded process. Although there are overheads associated with switching between threads of execution, they are insignificant when compared with the beneficial effects of multithreaded operation.
The DEM is limited by the speed of processing of its central event calendar, the bottleneck through which all events in the model are sequenced and scheduled. While this may be considered a drawback because it is slower in execution, the management of the model through the single central event list guarantees repeatability and this is an important and desirable characteristic of a modeling paradigm. On the other hand, the threads of a multithreaded ABM cannot be guaranteed to complete in a consistently repeatable sequence because they can be interrupted at any time in their execution by other essential processes in a computer. To ensure repeatability, ABMs are sometimes executed as single-thread processes thus obviating the considerable advantage offered by multithreaded execution. In describing the pitfalls of agent-based development, Wooldridge and Jennings [13] cautioned that the agent paradigm should not be used where single-thread execution is necessary.
A 310-engine fleet compares reasonably well with the current RR Trent 800 fleet of more than 500 engines in worldwide operation. Assuming the computing equipment is able to run the DEM normally to completion, a run time of about 12 hours is projected for the current engine fleet. While this may be acceptable in a research environment, it is unlikely to be acceptable to engine designers who may want to estimate the lifecycle costs as they will expect an answer within a few minutes at the most. This problem may be alleviated in part by the seemingly inexorable improvement in hardware processor speed and the introduction of new technologies like multi-core processors into desktop computers. As it is unlikely that a speed increase of more than 100 times can be brought about in the short term from desktop computer hardware alone, a software approach like reducing the DEM's level of details or distributed modeling may bring an acceptable model response time within reach today.
As indicated by the initially constant and shallow gradient of the run time plot, the ABM is relatively insensitive to fleet size. The small increase in execution time in response to a large increase in computational load shows that the ABM is highly scalable. Even though its scalability worsened when the engine fleet size exceeded 100, it took only 0.26 of the time required by the DEM for a fleet size of 220.
During a simulation run for a small engine fleet, the long interval of inactivity between scheduled visits to the overhaul base is punctuated by a brief but very active period experienced during a scheduled overhaul. This behavior may be observed in a time history of processor loading as the agents process the messages they pass to each other. As the size of the engine fleet increased, the periods of low activity shortened while the processor worked to clear the backlog of agent messages. An engine fleet size of 100 marks the point where the periods of low activity are reduced to zero. Since the engine fleet was introduced into the overhaul system en bloc, and there was an upper limit on overhaul base throughput, a long queue of engines waiting to be overhauled ensued and it was not emptied before the engines which were repaired first rejoined the queue for their next scheduled shop visit. Under such conditions, the effect of computer system limitation became more evident. Removing the overhaul base's upper limit resulted in even longer execution times as the ABM was observed to be completely compute bound during the scheduled shop visits thus supporting the notion that the change in gradient had a large element of computer system limitation rather than it being a design artefact of the of the simulation experiment.
Model code metrics
The advantages offered by an ABM over a DEM are evident in the code metrics for size and complexity. Adjusting those DEM metrics to make them more directly comparable with the corresponding ABM metrics gave results which were invariably lower than their starting values. They are presented in Table 2 . Adjusting those DEM metrics to make them more directly comparable with the corresponding ABM metrics gave results which were invariably lower than their starting values. Despite that, the differences which had been measured for the subsystems remained large and therefore allow the metrics to be accepted with some confidence. The inference to be drawn from the metrics is that a model of smaller size and lower complexity would tend towards easier maintenance. As it is the nature of software to undergo modification after initial implementation, this desirable software quality is of considerable economic benefit. Software maintenance costs typically varies between 50% to 65% of overall lifetime costs and enhancement and adaptation activities can make up more than 80% of the maintenance effort [41] . Focusing on software maintenance is therefore justified as it is a highly significant activity within the lifecycle of a model.
The software external property of maintainability may be considered to consist of three subcharacteristics, and they are understandability, modifiability, and testability [42] . A small software program of low complexity will require relatively little mental effort by a programmer to understand it first before amending its code for the desire effect. However, it does not necessarily follow that it will be easy to test especially when the program forms part of a system which has other processes running at the same time. While a DEM with a single thread of execution will produce predictable and repeatable results, an ABM with independent, multiple threads will be more difficult to test and also may not guarantee repeatable results. For the reason that an ABM runs as a process with multiple concurrent threads, their interaction with each other and the possibility of interruption during execution are added complications which make predictability in testing difficult. In this ABM, although JADE makes testing a little easier by enabling an agent behavior to run to completion without interruption, it is nevertheless difficult to test rigorously to achieve a level of confidence comparable with the DEM.
The DEM is larger and more complex than the ABM primarily because of the general purpose nature of the Extend modeling tool used to implement it. First, it is reasonable to infer that the DEM is sub-optimal and this is shown up frequently in that the construction of a single model process function required two or more of the supplied library blocks to implement. Inheritance, in an object-oriented language like Java, is a powerful property which encourages software reuse and enables compact code to be written. This is not available in the procedural ModL language. Furthermore, each library block needs to be selfcontained and so some code procedures are repeated in other blocks. Finally, the product has been amended and enhanced over a number of years and additional code and branching logic have increased code complexity. This has been exacerbated by different programmers all with their personal coding idiosyncrasies.
Modelling large engine fleets
The measured model execution times can provide an indication of the level of detail a model can have by fixing the acceptable time limit for a model to complete a run. If the limit of acceptability for an engine designer is an execution time of no more than 15 minutes, then only a fleet of approximately 50 engines, consisting of a total of about 165,000 individual items, can be accommodated. By trading off between fleet size and level of engine detail, it is possible to simulate the repair operation of a 1000-engine fleet and yet obtain a result within an acceptable time. It is important that models need not be any more detailed than is necessary because excessive accuracy may not justify the additional effort.
The demands of modeling at large scale and fine granularity are not likely to be satisfied by improving computing hardware in isolation but joining them into local or wide area networks is likely to bring about the computing power needed. However, to make full use of networked computing, a model will need to be distributed and executed as a coherent entity among the computing nodes. Clearly identifiable agents in an ABM are inherently loosely coupled and this is a desirable property when implementing distributed models. Even so, the challenges of simulation time synchronization and data distribution across a network will need to be addressed and they can be aided by the framework provided by High Level Architecture [43] . It must be remembered that even though an ABM is easier to implement and maintain than a DEM, "intelligent agents are ninety-nine per cent computer science and one per cent Artificial Intelligence" [44] and therefore a disciplined approach needs to be adhered to.
While a DEM may pose more difficulties for distributed modeling when compared with an ABM, it is nevertheless possible to analyze and partition it appropriately by adhering to a mature, established structured methodology like that propounded by DeMarco [44] and Yourdon and Constantine [45] . While this methodology was conceived in the era of the procedural languages, the underpinning principles it embraces for managing the complexity of a large system, i.e. decomposition, abstraction, and hierarchy or organization, also form part of the foundation of the present day world of object oriented design [46] . By following this software engineering best practice, the resulting subsystems will each have high internal coherence and a low degree of coupling between them. It follows that such a system will have a relatively low volume of data flow between its subsystems thus making them suitable for distributed execution in a network of computing nodes where network latency can become a notable impediment.
Conclusions
In designing a gas turbine component using value driven design and concurrent engineering principles, computer modeling is the tool frequently employed to explore a solution space for a reasonably optimized solution within an acceptably short timeframe. Discrete-event modeling has long been used for logistics and scheduling problems but more recently, agent-based modeling has emerged as a credible alternative in that domain.
A quantitative comparison of agent-based and discrete-event modeling has been made and the results show some benefits of agent-based modeling over discrete-event modeling in terms of model software size, complexity, scalability, execution times, understandability, and modifiability. Further, the agent-based paradigm matches human decision-making more closely than the discrete-event approach and therefore enables a problem to be modeled quickly at a high level. They also indicate that it will be worthwhile to extend this line of investigation to other scenarios so as to establish finer objective measures and identify with greater certainty when and where ABM and DEM are to be used. This can be exploited in models of problems where human supervisory roles control the flow of low level processes.
The drawbacks of an ABM are the possibility of unpredictable behavior in testing a multithreaded process, and consequently the possibility of non-repeatable results in simulation runs. Moreover, because of the current dearth of commercial grade modeling tools, constructing an ABM still requires a high level of computer programming skill.
